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Interlinkages, 
permacrises, 
polycrises …

A good, thorough 
analysis

What can be 
added? 



Comment 1: Prevalent ideology, its 
sociotechnical imaginaries, and associated 

risks



An ideology elevating efficiency to supreme 
good pays a price in fragilities of humans, 

their environment, their economies  

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-56505413



According to some, the ideology of 
liberalism and free market globalization have 

produced irreversible damages

Salais’ a-
democracy

Supiot’s re-
feudalization 

Gray on the failure of neoliberal utopia  



Comment 2: The risks of climatism



despite the ongoing Russian war on Ukraine, climate change was the most 
stringent, and that the main risks in the next five to 10 years relate to geopolitical tensions, 

cybersecurity and energy. Furthermore, AXA identified an imminent inter-relation – a nexus of risks – between 

climate change, geopolitics and energy. Climate change indeed ranks first 
as a fundamental risk multiplier, by fuelling energy, food, feed and health risks, 

which all threaten to set back our progress on economic and human development.

Climate change cannot be the lens 
through which to look at the world’s 
problems. The war in Syria is not a 
result of climate change 

Rejecting climatic determinism is not a 
refutation of climate change but of its 
instrumental use 

Papers here 



Comment 3: Domino effects



Gaza destructed 

Trump elected

Ukraine defeated

Transdniestria lost

Credit: Getty images, creator Frank Ramspott 

…

Europe

Source: Wikipedia Commons



Demographic prediction botched 

Natality crisis 

Economics + COVID19

War in Taiwan 

Credit: Getty images, creator Frank Ramspott 

…

China 

Source: Wikipedia Commons



Comment 4: Science-generated domino effects
  



A prophetic work describing science as a potential peril in 
its transformation from little to big and mega

• shoddy science, 
• entrepreneurial science, 
• reckless science, 
• dirty science    

Jerome R. 
Ravetz 

Ravetz, J., 1971, Scientific Knowledge 
and its Social Problems, Oxford 

University Press. 



Shoddy science ➔ science reproducibility crisis 

Works on science’s reproducibility, 
science’s integrity, … 

Denied for two decades, science’s 
many disfunctions (publishing, peer reviews, 

grants system…) have become today the 
new normal in media and academia  



Entrepreneurial science➔ Elon musk, Silicon’ Valley’s 
transhumanism, corporate threats to health and the 
environment, regulatory capture, colonization of science 
…  

Works on these topics here 

In praise of 
transhumanism 

Denounces the use 
of science in 

regulatory capture 



Reckless science (1) ➔ COVID19 and Lableaks

More on lessons from COVID19  



Reckless science (2) ➔ Runaway digital technologies 

Our production of visible and 
invisible numbers has 
everything to do with policy 



Dirty science ➔ Use of convergent technologies (Bio-
Nano-AI- Cognitive Science) in warfare 

Roco, M.C., and Bainbridge, W.S. (eds) (2002) 
Converging technologies for improving human 
performance, NSF-DOC Report, Kluwer, 2003.

Black Mirror (Hated in the Nation) 



What should be done? 







Conclusions

Broaden the spectrum 
of perspective allowed 

Domino effects? 

Reflect on fragilities 
generated by framings 



Next: 



More material @ andreasaltelli.eu
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